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The class of relational database schemas can be partitioned into two subclasses: tree 
schemas and cyclic schemas. This partitioning has consequences in several areas of database 
theory, including query processing, dependency theory, and schema design. Query processing 
consequences of the partitioning are examined. Queries, called natural join queries, that 
compute the natural join of all relations in the database projected onto a prescribed set of 
attributes are considered. Also programs that solve natural join queries by applying joins, 
semijoins, and projections in some order are considered. It is shown that if such a program 
solves a natural join query then it must create an “embedded” tree schema, called a tree 
projection. Conversely, if a program creates a tree projection then the program augmented 
with a small number of semijoins solves the query. Thus, forming a tree projection is the crux 
of the query processing problem for natural join queries. 
1. INTR~~~CTI~N 
The distinction between tree schemas and cyclic schemas has important conse- 
quences in several areas of database theory. For example, 
(1) Queries associated with tree schemas can be solved “more easily” than 
those associated with cyclic schemas [3,6, 11, 16, 221. Many queries over tree 
schemas can be entirely solved using semijoins; this is never the case for queries 
associated with cyclic schemas. All natural join queries over tree schemas can be 
solved without producing large intermediate results, i.e., the cost of solving the query 
is polynomial in the size of the database and the result. For cyclic schemas, the 
problem is W-complete. 
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(2) Database states for tree schemas can be “fully reduced” by a small number 
of semijoins. Database states for cyclic schemas cannot be fully reduced by any 
number of semijoins [5, 111. 
(3) A join dependency that defines a tree schema is equivalent to a set of 
multivalued dependencies, whereas a join dependency that defines a cyclic schema 
does not have this property 141. 
(4) Tree schemas are helpful in defining powerful, yet intuitively clear, query 
languages for universal relation database systems [20]. 
Tree and cyclic schemas also have intrinsic mathematical interest. For example, 
tree schemas are related to conformal hypergraphs and chordal graphs [4, 12, 14, 151. 
Other work on tree and cyclic schemas includes [7,8, 10, 19,231. In parts of the 
literature, tree schemas are called acyclic schemes or hypergruphs; cyclic schemas are 
often called cyclic schemes or hypergraphs. 
This paper pursues a query processing application of tree and cyclic schemas. 
We consider a class of queries called natural join (NJ) queries. An NJ query 
computes the natural join of all relations in a database projected onto a prescribed set 
of attributes. On the surface, the class of NJ queries appears to be quite small. 
However, NJ queries can be thought of as a notation for the much broader class of 
equi-join queries. Every equi-join query can be translated into an NJ query by 
renaming (and possibly eliminating) attributes in the database [6]. We lose no 
generality (relative to equi-join queries) by limiting attention to NJ queries. 
One standard way to solve an NJ query is to compile it into a sequential program 
composed of join, semijoin, and project statements. Each statement creates a new 
relation by applying the indicated operation to one or two existing relations. The 
program as a whole creates a new database consisting of the relations in the original 
database together with the relations created by the program’s statements. This new 
database, like the original one, has both a schema and a state. The schema tells the 
attributes of each relation; the state is the actual data in each relation. 
We characterize the correct programs for an NJ query in terms of database 
schemas. We prove that if a program correctly solves an NJ query then it must create 
an “embedded” tree schema, called a tree projection. We call this the tree projection 
necessity theorem. Conversely, if a program creates a tree projection, then the 
program augmented with a “few” semijoins solves the query. We call this the tree 
projection sufficiency theorem. Thus creating a tree projection is the crux of the 
query processing problem for NJ queries. 
The paper has seven section. Section 2 presents background on relational 
databases, queries, and programs. Sections 3 and 4 present our main results, the tree 
projection sufficiency and necessity theorems. Section 5 gives an example showing 
why the distinction between tree projection and tree schema is important. Section 6 
extends the sufficiency and necessity theorems to databases satisfying the universal 
relation assumption. Section 7 is the conclusion. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
2.1. Data Model 
A relation schema is a finite set of attributes. Associated with each attribute A is 
an infinite domain, dam(A). The domain of relation schema R is dam(R) = 
Xi,, dom(A,), where R = {A 1 ,..., A,}. A relation state R for relation schema R is a 
finite subset of dam(R); this state can be visualized as a table whose columns are 
labeled by R’s attributes. Let t E dam(R) and A E R, t[A] denotes the A component 
of t. Let X s R; t [X] denotes the projection of t onto x. That is, t [X] = t’ E dam(X) 
such that t[A] = t’[A] f or all A E X. A relation structure is a pair r = (R, R), where 
R is a relation state for relation schema R. A database is a multiset of relation 
structures. Let d = (rl ,..., r,) be a database. The database schema for d is 
D = (R, ,..., R,) and its database state is D = (R, ,..., R,); d is said to be a database 
over schema D with D. U(D) denotes lJ aE n R. 
Let D = (R, ,..., R,) be a database schema. A qua/ graph representing D is an 
undirected graph whose nodes are in one-to-one correspondence with R, ,..., R,, such 
that for each A E U(D), the subgraph induced by nodes whose corresponding Ri 
contains A is connected [6]. See Table I. D is a tree schema if some qua1 graph 
representing it is a tree; otherwise D is a cyclic schema. 
A useful characterization of tree schemas was discovered independently by Yu and 
Ozsoyoglu [23] and Graham [lo]. 
D is a tree schema iff it can be reduced to (0) by repeated application of the 
following rules in any order: (i) if attribute A is contained in exactly one relation 
schema, then delete A; (ii) if one relation schema is a subset of another, then delete it. 
TABLE I 
Tree and Cyclic Schemas 
D A Qua1 Graph Representing D Type 
(AB, BC, CD) 
(AB, BC, AC) 
(ABC, cDE, ACE, *FE) 
AB-BC-CD Tree 
-BBC 
AB\ / 
This is the only qua1 
graph representing D, 
AC so D is cyclic 
ABC -ACE - AFE D is a tree schema 
\ / since 
CDE ABC-ACE--FE 
I 
CDE 
is also a qua1 graph 
representing D 
Note. A, B, C,..., are used for attrbites, concatenated elements denote sets, and nodes of a qual graph 
with the corresponding sets are identified. 
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2.2. Expressions 
Let R be a relation state for R and let X s R. The projection of R onto X is 
n,(R) = {t[X] 1 t E R}. Let R, and R, be relation states for R, and Rj, respectively. 
The natural join of Ri and Rj is Ri~Rj={tEdom(RjURj)]t[Ri]ER,A 
t[Rj] E Rj}. The natural semijoin of R, by Rj is Ri K Rj =17,(Ri W Rj). Note that 
semijoin is assymetric and that R i D( R, c Ri . 
A relational expression is an expression constructed from W, CC, and 17 in the usual 
way with relation schemas (not states) as operands. Relation schema symbols, e.g., 
Ri, are also expressions. We interpret a relational expression by assigning a relation 
state to each operand. We generally perform this assignment by applying the 
expression to a database. Let d = (r 1 ,..., r,) be a database over schema D with state 
D, and let E be an expression over D (i.e., E’s operands are taken from D). The 
application of E to d, denoted E(d), is the interpretation of E by assigning state Ri to 
each operand Ri in E. E(d) is, of course, a relation state. The corresponding relation 
schema is denoted E. 
A natural join (NJ) query over schema (R,,..., R,) is an expression of the form 
II,,(R, w ..+ w R,); this expression is unambiguous since natural join is associative 
and commutative. We use (D, TL) as a shorthand notation for this expression. 
Let E,, E, be expressions over D. We write E, c E, if for all databases d over D, 
E,(d) c E,(d). E, and E, are equivalent, denoted E, z E,, if for all databases d over 
D, E, (4 = E,(d). 
2.3. Programs 
A program P over schema D = (R, ,..., R,) is a sequence of statements. The jth 
statement in P is one of: 
(1) Project statement: R,+j := l7, Ri, l<i<n+j-1. 
(2) Join statement: R,+j := Ri w R,, l<i,Z<n+j-1. 
(3) Semijoin statement: R,+j := Ri K R,, l<i,Z<n+j-1. 
When applied to a database with state D, each statement modifies d by adding a 
new relation structure. The project statement adds (R, n X, fl, Ri): the join statement 
adds (Ri U Rj, Ri w R,); the semijoin statement adds (Ri, Ri D( Rj). By convention, 
the structure added by the jth statement has index j + n. Once a structure is added it 
is never altered. 
P as a whole transforms d into a new database. Suppose P hasp statements. The 
database created by P is P(d) = (rl ,..., m+J. The new database schema is 
P(D) = (R, ,..., R,,,). The new state is P(D) = (R, ,..., R,,,). 
A semijoin program is one that contains only semijoin statements. A useful family 
of semijoin programs are graph specified programs. Such a program is specified by 
an edge-numbered directed graph whose nodes correspond to relation schemas. 
571/28/L5 
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Suppose nodes u and v correspond to Ri and Rj, respectively. Then edge u 4’ v 
represents a semijoin statement of the form 
R n+l:=Rj~ Ri. 
Similarly, if node w corresponds to R,, a path u +’ v -+/+I w represents a sequence of 
statements, 
R n+l := Rj K Ri, 
R n+/+l :=h K R,+1* 
Formally, the program specified by graph G is the following: 
Consider edges in numeric order. Suppose the Ith edge is u -+ v. Then the 
Ith statement is R n+, := Ri K Rj, where u and v correspond to Rj and Ri, 
respectively. Having processed this edge, change the node-schema 
correspondence so that v now corresponds to R,,+, ; we say that R,,+, is 
the current relation for node v-denoted cr(v, G). 
See Table II. 
An UP program is a graph specilied program such that (1) the graph is a tree, (2) 
edges are directed leaf to root, and (3) edge numbers increase on paths from leaves to 
root (see Table III). 
Expressions and programs are closely related. Let P be a program over D, and E 
an expression over D. P and E are equivalent, denoted --, if for all databases d for D, 
the final relation produced by P(d) equals the result of E(d). Given any program it is 
easy to construct an equivalent expression and vice versa. If P is equivalent to query 
Q, we say that P solves Q. 
TABLE II 
Graph Specified Program 
Node-Schema 
Correspondence 
Initial Edge Statement 
a 
R, 
b 
R, 
C 
R, 
1 a+b R.,:=R2~R, R.4 
2 b+c R, := R, K R, R, 
3 a-+c R, := R, K R, R, 
Yb 
Notee: G=a ’ 
h I 
c 
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TABLE III 
UP Program 
Node-Schema Correspondence 
a b C d e 
Initial Edge Statement R, R* R, R, R, 
1 a+b R,:=R*D(R, R, 
2 d-+b R,:=R,b(R, R, 
3 b-c R,:=RjKR, R, 
4 e-+c R, := R, D( R, R, 
Note: T= b e 
7-Y 
a d 
Bernstein, Chiu, and Goodman have proved the following basic result connecting 
tree schemas and semijoins [3,6]. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) Let D be a tree schema, and let T be a qua1 tree 
representing D. Let us root T at any node Ri and let Pi be the UP program specified 
thereby. P, is equivalent to the NJ query (D, Ri) [3]. 
(ii) Let D be a cyclic schema and R, any member of D. No finite semijoin 
program is equivalent to (D, Ri) [6]. 
2.4. Tableaux 
Tableaux are a formalism for representing relational expressions [2, 181. A tableau 
may be visualized as a table, similar to a relation state. A tableau over schema D 
contains one colmun for every A E U(D), and various rows depending on the 
represented expression. 
Formally, a tableau T is a set of rows, where each row is a tuple. Each component 
of a row takes on values from three types: distinguished variables, nondistinguished 
variables, or the constant blank. Each row is tagged with the index of some relation 
in D. We use subscripted a’s for distinguished variables and subscripted X’S for 
nondistinguished variables. 
Additional constraints are placed on the form of tableaux. 
(1) Any variable (distinguished or nondistinguished) may appear in at most 
one column. 
(2) Each column may contain at most one distinguished variable. Thus, we 
may identify distinguished variables with columns; we shall use ak to denote the 
distinguished variable for column A,. (ak may occur several times within column A,, 
but may appear nowhere else in the tableau.) 
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(3) Let t E T with tag(t) = i; t[Ak] is nonblank iff A, E Ri. 
(4) Different tableaux over D share the same distinguished variables. But their 
nondistinguished variables are distinct. 
In [2], tableaux have a special summary row and support a larger domain of 
constants. These constructs are not needed in our treatment. 
The tableau for expression E, denoted Tab(E), is defined recursively. 
(1) E = R,. Tab(E) = {t}, where tag(t) = i and 
&%] = ak if A,E Ri, 
= blank otherwise. 
(2) E = II,( For each attribute A, 6$X define a new nondistinguished 
variable xi. The projection of row t onto X is t’, where t and t’ are identical except 
for the following components: if A, & X and t[Ak] = ak, then t’[Ak] = XL. 
Tab(E) = {t’ 1 (3 E Tab(E,))[t’ is the projection of t onto Xl}. 
(3) E = E, w E,. Tab(E) = Tab(E,) U Tab(E,). 
(4) E = E, K E,. This case is covered by (2) and (3). 
Two special cases are worth noting. Tab(R, w ..a w R,) contains n rows, each 
constructed as in case (1). See Table IV. Let (D, X) be an NJ query. Tab(D, X) 
contains one row per Ri E D. Each column, A,, contains at most one variable, either 
the distinguished variable ak or a nondistinguished variable xk. Let t be the row 
for Ri. 
@k] = ak if A,E R,nX, 
-xk if AkERi-X, 
= blank if A,GR,. 
See Table V. 
TABLE IV 
Tableau of R, w R, w R, 
Note: D=(R,=A,A,, R,=A,A,A,, R,=A,A,A,, 
R, = A,A,). 
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TABLE V 
Tableau of Natural Join Query (D, A,A,A,) 
‘4, 4 ‘4, ‘44 A5 tag 
XI 6 1 
XI a2 a3 2 
a3 a4 X5 3 
XI X5 4 
Note:D=(R,=A,A,, R,=A,*,*3, R, =*,A,*,, 
R,=A,A,). 
Let T and T’ be tableaux over D. A containment mapping from T to T’ is a 
function g mapping rows of T to rows of T’ such that, 
(1) g preserves tags-i.e., for all rows t E T, tag(t) = tag(g(t)), 
(2) g preserves distinguished variables-i.e., for all t E T, if t[Ak] = ak then 
&)[&I = ak, 
(3) g preserves element equality-i.e., for all t,, t, E T if t, [Ak] = t2[Ak] then 
g(fl)[Akl = dfZ)iAkl’ 
The key property of tableaux that we exploit is from [2], 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E, and E, be expresssions over D. Then E, 2 E, iff E, = E, 
and there exists a containment mapping from Tab(E,) to Tab(E,). 
2.5. Some Properties of Expressions 
We have the following technical lemmas concerning expressions. Let 
D = (R, ,.a., R,), let J = (R, w +-- w R,), and let E be any expressions over D. 
LEMMA 1. E 2 n,(J). 
Proof: Tab(IZ#)) has a very simple structure as noted in the previous section. It 
has one row per Ri, and at most one variable per A,. This gives a simple 
containment map from Tab(E) to Tab(fl,(J)). Map row t of Tab(E) into the unique 
t’ E Tab@,(J)) such that tag(t) = tag(t’). Also, the expressions clearly have the same 
schemas. The result follows by Proposition 2. 
LEMMA 2. (.I w E) = J. 
ProojI JwE~JKE, since EGJ, and JK 
semijoins. Thus J w E G J. Containment in 
Lemma 1. I 
E G J is an elementary property of 
the opposite direction holds by 
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2.6. Tree Projections 
D’ is a projection of D, denoted D’ < D, if for all R’ E D’ there exists R E D such 
that R’ c R. The name “projection” is appropriate for the following reason. Let d be 
a database with schema D, and let D’ < D. We can obtain a database d’ with schema 
D’ by applying the projection operator to relations in d. Schema D” is a tree 
projection of D’ w.r.t. D, denoted D” E TP(D’, D), if D” is a tree schema and 
D<D”<D’. 
D = (AB,BC, CD, DE, EF, FG, GH, HA), 
D” = (AB, ABCH, CDGH, DEFG, EF), 
D’ = (ABEF, ABCH, CDGH, DEFG, E). 
Clearly, D <D” &D’, 
D” is a tree schema viz. AB-ABCH-CDGH-DEFG-EF. 
Observe that both D and D’ are cyclic schemas. 
We extend the concept of tree projection to NJ queries. Let Q = (D, TL) be an NJ 
query. D” is a tree projection of D’ w.r.t. Q, denoted D” E TP(D’, Q), if D” is a tree 
schema and DU(TL)<D”<D’. 
The remainder of the paper proves the following results. Let Q = (D, TL) be a 
query, P a program over D, and D’ = P(D). If a tree projection of D’ w.r.t. Q exists, 
i.e., if the set TP(D’, Q) is nonempty, then P “almost” solves Q in a sense that we 
formalize in the next section. Conversely, if P solves Q, then a tree projection of D’ 
w.r.t. Q exists. 
3. TREE PROJECTIONS ARE SUFFICIENT 
Let D = (R, ,..., R,) be a potentially cyclic schema, let Q = (D, X) be an NJ query 
and let P be a program whose goal is to solve Q. 
Let D’ = P(D) and suppose there exists D” E TP(D’, Q), i.e., D” E 
TP(D’, D u (X)). W.l.o.g., D U (I) G D”. This leads to the following simplifying 
notation used throughout this section: 
(1) D’ = (R, ,..., R, ,..., R,=X), where n+p=m. 
(2) D” = (R:‘,..., R; ,..., Ri=X),wherefor l<i<n,R/=R,. 
(3) Let u be a function, for i = 1 -.- n, o(i) = i, a(q) = m, and for n + 1 < i < q, 
R 7 c R,(i) ; i.e., for each relation in D”, u identifies a superset in D’. 
THEOREM 1 (Sufficiency). If there exists D” E TP(D’, Q), then P augmented by 
n + q - 1 semijoin statements solves Q. 
ProoJ The proof is in two stages. 
Stage 1 (Projected database). Let d be a database over D, and d’ = P(d) a 
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database over D’. Consider a hypothetical database d” = (ry,..., r:), where for 
1 < i < q, rf = (RF, flVR,,,,); i.e., d” is a database over D” whose relation states are 
obtained from d’ via projections. Call d” the projected database. Let T be a qua1 tree 
representing D” rooted at Ri; number the edges of T to specify an UP program P”. 
Let J= (R, w Se. w R,). 
Let R” be the final relation produced by P”(d”). By Proposition 1, 
R” =n,(RI’ w . . . w R;). But (RI’ w -.- w R;)= (R, w a-- w R,) w (R;,, w -*. w 
RJ). The first term is J(d) and since each R,!’ can be considered produced by an 
expression over D, the second term is E(d) for some appropriate expression E over 
D. By Lemma 2, R’ = Z7,J(d) = Q(d). 
-So, if we first augment P with enough project statements to actually obtain d” as a 
projected database, and then augment further with P”, we end up with a program 
which solves Q. The next stage proves that there is no need to augment P with project 
statements. Instead, we only augment P with semijoin statements, using T as a 
“control structure” to tell us which statements to add. 
(a) Nodes in T and G are labeled by indices of the appropriate relations. 
i 1234567 8 9 10 11 12 
’ where R” 12 =R 12 =X 
u(i) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 9 9 10 12 
P’ = R,3 := R,, tx R, 
R,, := R,, D( R, 
R,, := R,, D( R, 
R,, := R,, K R, 
R,, := R, ix R,, 
R,, := R,, K R, 
R,, := R,, ix R,, 
R,, := R,, K R,, 
R,, := R,, # R,, 
R,, := R,, D( R, 
R,, := R,, D( R,, 
FIG. 1. Trees as control structures. 
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Stage 2 (Program conversion). Define the current state, cs(i, G), of node i in 
graph G, during the execution of the graph specified program on a database, to be the 
relation state associated with the schema cr(i, G). We use qua1 tree T representing D” 
to construct an edge numbered graph G by replacing each node i of T by o(i). This 
may cause multiple edges and self-sedges (see Fig. l(a)). Let P’ be the program 
specified by G; P’ is a semijoin program with the same number of statements as P” 
of Stage 1 (see Fig. l(b)). C onsider the execution of P” and P’ on d” and d’, respec- 
tively, statement by statement. 
Claim. Let p’ be the number of statements in P’ (or P”). Following the 
application of P” to d” and P’ to d’, for 1 < i < q + p’, cs(i, T) 2 ZZRI, cs(a(i), G). 
Proof: The proof is by induction on 1, the number of statements of P’ and P” 
executed so far. For the basis, I = 0, cs(i, 7’) = R; = 17RI,Ro(ij = ZZRIf cs(a(i), G). 
Suppose the claims holds up to 1= k - 1 statements, we show it holds for 1= k. Let 
the Zth edge of T be (s, t). By the induction hypothesis, cs(s, T) 2 fla: cs(o(s), G) and 
cs(t, 7’) 2 fla;’ cs(o(t), G). Hence the new cs(s, r> = cs(s, 7’) K cs(t, 7’) is a superset of 
the new lZa 11 cs(a(s), G) = l?, Il (cs(u(s), G) K cs(u(t), G)). Also, if or) is any node such 
that u(w) =” s, then before thi Ith statement, cs(w, 7’) 2 na; CS(U(O), G); this holds 
after the Ith statement as semijoins rzeuer add tuples. End of proof. 
Consider current states in T and G following the execution of P”, P’. By Stage 1, 
cs(q, T) = R;,,, = Q(d). By the claim above, cs(q, T) 2 cs(m, G) = Rm+p, and by 
Lemma 1, cs(m, G) 2 Q(d). It follows that R,,,, = Q(d). We conclude that P 
augmented with P’ solves Q. 1 
4. TREE PROJECTIONS ARE ESSENTIAL 
We prove that if program P solves Q = (D, X), then there exists D” E Tp(D’, Q), 
where D’ =p(D). 
Let E be an expression over D. Recursively define a parse tree for E, denoted 
T(E), as follows: 
(1) If E = Ri, then T(E) consists of a single root node. 
(2) If E = l7, (E,), Xc U(D), then let r be the root of T(E,); T(E) is formed 
from T(E,) by introducing a new node u as the new root and adding {v, r} to the 
edge set of T(E,). 
(3) If E = (E, w E,), then let T(E,) and T(E,) be disjoint trees rooted, respec- 
tively, at nodes u and v. Form T(E) by introducing a new root r and setting the edge 
set of T(E) to the union of the edge set of T(EI), the edge set of T(E,), and the set 
{ {r, u }, {r, u} }, and setting the node set of T(E) to the union of the node set of T(EI), 
the node set of T(E2), and the singleton {r). 
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(a) Let D = (R,, R,, R,) with 
R, = V,,A,,A,,A,), 
R,= V,,A,J, 
R,= (A,,A,,A5}. 
(b) Let E = (((VA ,Aq R,) K (n,,R,)) w Rz) K (k,R,)). 
(c) Parse tree. 
=E 
= (A,,A,, A,,A,J 
/ 
E, = R, E, = R, E, = R, E,=R, 
E,= V,,A,,A,,A,t E,= &,A,,A,t E,= P,,A,t E,= {Az,A,,A,t 
FIG. 2. Parse trees. 
(4) If E = (E, K E,), then let E, = flx(Ez), where X are the attributes in 
E, n E,. Let T(E,) be a parse tree constructed as in (2). Rewrite E = (E, w E3) and 
use (3) above to form T(E). 
With each node u in T(E) we associate Tab(E,), where E, is the subexpression 
whose parse tree corresponds to the subtree rooted at node V. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
above concepts. 
We define a relation source, denoted +S, on rows of tableaux associated with nodes 
in a parse tree T for expression E. Let I be the root of T, i.e., E, = E. 
(1) Let {u, u} be an edge in T such that E, = nx (E,). Let I be a row in 
Tab(E,) and let t’ be the unique row in Tab(E,) from which I was derived by 
applying the tableau construction rules (i.e., t is the projection of t’ on X), then 
t’ -+S t. 
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(2) Let (u, v}, (u, w} be edges in T such that E, = (E, w E,). Let t be a row in 
Tab(E,). Let t’ be the row in Tab(E,) from which t originated (recall, Tab(E,) = 
Tab(E,) U Tab(E,)). If t’ has not originated from Tab(E,) then let t’ be the 
appropriate row from Tab(E,). Then, t’ +s t. Observe that if t could originate from 
Tab(E,) and Tab(E,), t’ is chosen from Tab(E,). 
If t’ -+s t then t’ is the source row for t and t is the target row for t’. Let -+d be the 
transitive closure of js. By the above definitions, each row in Tab(E,) has a unique 
source row in Tab(E,), where u is an immediate descendent of v in T. Inductively, if 
u is an internal node in T and t E Tab(E,), then there exists a unique source leaf u in 
T such that Tab(E,) = {t’} and t’ +d t. In particular, each row in Tab(E,) is 
associated with a unique source leaf. Fig. 3 illustrates +s. 
We now explore some simple properties of parse tree T for expression E. 
LEMMA 3. Let u be a descendent of v in T, let t:, t; E Tab(E,), ty, t; E Tab(E,), 
and suppose t; -+d ty, t; +d ty. Zfty[A,] # t;[A,] then fy[AJ # tP[Ak]. 
Proof. Suppose, for the sake of deriving a contradiction, that f:[A,J # tl;[Ak] yet 
tf;[Ak] = t;[Ak]. Let w be the first node on the path from u to u in T such that 
ty, fy E Tab(E,), ty +d ty, tY +d tr, and ty [A,J = t:[A ,J. Let z be w’s immediate 
descendent on the path from u to w; clearly, there are tf , t; E Tab(E,) such that 
tf +s tr and t: -ts tr. By w’s definition, tf [Ak] # t;[A,]. There are two cases to con- 
sider : 
(i) E, = (E, w E,), where y is a second immediate descendent of w. Then, 
Tab(E,) = Tab(E,) U Tab(E,). Hence tr = ti and tl = t; which implies 
CYkl # cMJ’ 
(ii) E, = (ZI, (E,)). If A, E Y, then ty[Ak] = ti[A,J and fr)[Ak] = t:[A,], and 
hence fT[Ak] # t:[A,J. If A, 62 Y and both tf[A,] and t;[Ak] are distinguished 
variables, then t:[A,] = fi[A,J, so we do not consider this case. If both are 
nondistinguished, then neither is modified in forming Tab(E,); so t:[Ak] # tT[Ak]. If 
w.l.o.g., t:[Ak] is a distinguished variable and fi[Ak] is a nondistinguished variable, 
then ty[Ak] is a “new” nondistinguished variable, tT[A,J = fi[Ak], and hence 
t$tk] # fr[AJ. In both cases we conclude that tr[Ak] # ty[Ak], a contradiction. 
Since these are the only possibilities for E,, w cannot exist and thus 
Wkl f wkl’ 1 
LEMMA 4. Let u be a descendent of v in T. Let t” E Tab(E,), t” E Tab(E,), and 
tU --kd tU. Zf t”[Ak] # ak then fV[Ak] # uk. 
ProoJ The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. The key observation is that a 
nondistinguished variable never becomes distinguished using tableaux construction 
rules. I 
LEMMA 5. Let u be a leaf descendent of v in T. Let Tab(E,) = P, let 
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t’ E Tab(E,), and t” +d t’. If t’[A,,] = ak then for all nodes w on the path from u to v, 
A,EE,. 
Proof. Let w be a node on the path from u to u and suppose, for the sake of 
contradiction, that tW[Ak] # uk, where tU-+d t”‘. By Lemma 4, t”[Ak] # ak, a 
contradiction. We conclude that A, E E,. 1 
Let D = (R, ,..., R,) and P a program that solves Q = (D, X). We shall show that 
there exists D” E TP(D’, Q). Consider an expression E = P; i.e., for all databases d, 
in P(D), Rn+p = E(D). Let E’ = fl, (R, w -+. ~4 R,); i.e., E’ c Q. By tableau 
construction rules 
Tab(E’)= {rowi with tag=i/ 1 <i<n}. 
Since P solves Q, E G E’, and so by Proposition 2 there exists a containment 
mapping g: Tab(F) + Tab(E). W.l.o.g., g(row,) = ti for i = l,..., n. By containment 
mapping definition, tag(t,) = i, and if row,[A,] = rowj[A,] then ti[A,] = tj[Ak]. 
Each row ti is associated with a unique leaf li such that tf +d ti, where Tab(E,J = 
{tf). The leaves Ii, 1 < i < II, are called essential leaves (implied by g). 
LEMMA 6. Let Ii, Ii be distinct essential leaves in T(E) implied by g. Then, for all 
nodes v on the path connecting li and lj in T(E) Ri n Rj E E,, where Ri = Eli and 
Rj = E,,. 
Proof. Let tf-+d t; and tj-td tj’, where Eli= {tf}, Eli = {tj}, and t; and t) are rows 
in Tab(E’) = Tab(E). Let A, E RinRj. Because of the special form of Tab(E’), 
t;[Ak] = tjr[AJ. 
Consider the node u such that the subtree rooted at v is the least cardinality 
subtree in which both Zi and Zj are leaves. Let tl and tj” be the rows in Tab(E,) such 
that tf-+d tP and tjjd tj’. If tl[A,J # tju[A,J, then by Lemma 3, tr[A,J # tjr[Ak] which 
renders g inconsistent. Hence, tY[Ak] = ty[Ak]. There are two cases to consider. 
(i) tY[Ak] = tjU[Ak] = uk. Then, by Lemma 5, any node u on the path from Zi to 
V, or on the path from lj to U, satisfies A, E E,. 
(ii) tP(Ak] = tjU[Ak] = xi, where x; is nondistinguished. 
Since “new” nondistinguished variables are used in each projection, the entry x; in 
tY[Ak] and tjU[Ak] was created while projecting E, for some node z of which li and lj 
are descendents. But this contradicts U’S definition as its sole descendent is the root of 
a subtree in which li and Zj are leaves with smaller cardinality than the one rooted at 
V. 
We conclude that each A, E Ri n R, is contained in E, for all nodes u on the path 
from Zi to lj. I 
LEMMA 7. Let li be an essential leaf in T(E) implied by g with Ri = Eli. If 
A, E Ri n X, then for all nodes v on the path connecting Ii and the root of T(E), 
A, E E,. 
Proof 
definition, 
We are 
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Since A, E R, n X, rowi[Ak] = ak in Tab@‘). By containment mapping 
ti[Ak] = ak as well. By Lemma 5, the result follows. n 
now ready to produce D’ E TP(D’, Q). Let l,,, 1 denote the root of r(E). 
Form a tree T’ by repeatedly “pruning” leaves from T until all leaves are in 
s= (1 1 ,..., I,, I,, ,}. Define W(Zi) = Ri for 1 < i < n and I+‘(/,+ ,) =X. 
With each internal node u in T’ we associate a database schema S, = 
{R 1 R = W(li) n W(lj) A u is on the path joining leaves Zi and Zj in S}. Let 
W(U) = U&J. Intuitively, W(U) is the “relevant” subset of E, needed to “connect” 
leaves in S. By Lemmas 6 and 7, W(U) !G E,. By definition of E, W(u) is a subset of 
some relation schema in P(D). Define D” = {Rt ) u is a node in T’ A Ri = W(U)}, let 
T” be identical to T’ except that a node u is now associated with Ri. 
LEMMA 9. T” is a qua1 tree representing D”. 
Proof Suppose not. Then there is A E U(D) such that the subgraph induced on 
T” by nodes ZJ such that A E R, is not connected. This implies that there are R: and 
Ri such that A E R$ n R: and a node Ri on the path between u and u in T” such 
that A & R,$‘. Since A E Rf, there is a path in T” connecting Ri to a leaf RI such 
that A E Ri. Similarly for Ri and a leaf R!. By construction, each node on the path 
from R:’ ro RJ contains A. Hence the path Ri to Rl to R; to Ri is such that each 
node R[ along it contains A. Thus there exists a path connecting R: and R:’ along 
which each node contains A, a contradiction. We conclude that T” is a qua1 tree 
representing D”. m 
THEOREM 2 (Necessity). If P solves Q = (D, X) then there exists 
D” E TP(D’, Q). 
Proof: D” constructed above satisfies the theorem. By Lemma 8, D” is a tree 
schema. D < D” as the leaves of T” are associated with the relation schemas of D. 
D” <P(D) since each relation schema in D” is a subset of some relation in schema 
in P(D). Therefore, D” E TP(D’, Q). 1 
5. AN INTERESTING TREE PROJECTION EXAMPLE 
We have used the concept of tree projection to characterize the programs that solve 
queries. It is appropriate to ask whether a simpler concept could be used instead. For 
example, a natural conjecture is: if P solves Q = (D, X), then P(D) is a tree schema. 
In this section we give an example refuting this conjecture; the example suggests that 
related conjectures are probably false as well. 
We present a schema D = (R, ,..., R,) such that the query Q = (D, R,) can be 
solved using a single join and semijoins, and for which any single join transforms D 
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FIG. 4. D" E TP(D',D). 
into a cyclic schema. Thus, to obtain a solution for Q using a minimum number of 
joins, one is forced to transform D into a cyclic schema. D is 
{R, = {A,,Az,A,,A,l, 
R, = {&,A,}, 
R,= {A,,A,,A,,A,,4}, 
R,= {A,,A,,A,,A,,A,}, 
R, = {A,,A,,A,,A,}, 
R,= V,,Aj,A,A,Jl. 
Let us join R, with R,, and let D’ be the resulting schema. Fig. 4 exhibits a tree 
projection of D’ w.r.t. Q. Hence, by Theorem 1, this one join (plus some semijoins) is 
sufficient to solve Q. The reader can verify that D’ is cyclic, and indeed any single 
join transforms D into a cyclic schema. 
6. QUERIES OVER A UNIVERSAL DATABASE 
A universal database is one in which each relation state is obtained by projection 
from a single relation, called the universal relation. Solving Q = (D, X) over a 
universal database may be easier than solving Q over an arbitrary database. Let 
D = (R, ,..., R,), let T = Tab(D,X) be the tableau for the query Q = (D, X), and let 
T’ be a minimal subtableau of T equivalent to T. (Tableaux and containment 
mappings are simpler in this context because tags are not needed. Two tableaux are 
equivalent if containment mappings exist between them in both directions.) Because 
of the simple form of T, T’ represents an expression, w.1.o.g. let it be 
E’=IZ,(R, w --- w RJ, k < n. By Proposition 2, E’ s Q. This suggests restricting 
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attention to d’ = (r; ,..., r;) with ri = li and a modified query Q’ = (D/,X), 
D’ = (R, ,..., RJ. 
Consider an irrelevant attribute A E U(o’)-i.e., A @ X and A is contained in 
exactly one relation schema of D’, let IR = {A ) A is irrelevant}. Clearly, 
Q” = (D”, X) over d” = ((R; - IR, ZIRi_rRRf) 1 1 < i < k) produces the same result 
as Q’ on d’ (can be shown by tableaux equivalence). The database schema D” is 
called the canonical connection of Q, denoted CC(D,X) [20]. By the sufficiency 
theorem, to solve Q” on d” it suffices to produce a tree projection w.r.t. D”. Hence, 
we have 
THEOREM 3 (Universal sufficiency). Let P be program over D. If there exists 
D”’ E TP(P(D), CC(D, X) U (I)), then P augmented with ID”‘1 - 1 semijoin 
statements can solve Q on all universal databases over D. 
The argument of the necessity theorem can be reproduced for universal databases 
with a minimal subtableau T of Tab(D, X) replacing Tab(D, X). We summarize the 
modified argument. 
Let P solve Q, let T’ be the tableau associated with E = P. There is a containment 
mapping g from T to T’ and no two rows of T map to the same row of T’ (by 
minimality of T and the fact that there is an obvious containment mapping from T’ 
to T). 
Let G be a parse tree for the expression E; associate E, and E, with each node in 
G as in Section 4. Identify the essential leaves-those that contribute the rows iden- 
tified by g. By a similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 2, one can show: 
(1) If A EX and 1 is a leaf in G such that A E E,, then A E E, for all nodes u 
on the path from 1 to the root of G. 
(2) If y is a nondistinguished variable in column B of T and y appears in more 
than one row in T, then the corresponding rows of T’ all have the same variable, say 
z, in the B column. 
(3) This implies that each node v on the path connecting two essential leaves 
(for rows containing z) in G satisfies B E E,. 
Observe that (1) and (3) imply that all attributes in CC(D, X) are “connected” in 
G. We thus have 
THEOREM 4 (Universal necessity). If P solves (D, X) on universal databases 
over D, then there exists D”’ E TP(P(D), CC(D, X) U (X)). 
7. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
This paper shows that forming a tree projection-an “embedded” tree schema 
containing the original schema-is the crux of solving NJ queries. For cyclic 
schemas this means that one has to invest in breaking cycles-this tends to increase 
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TABLE VI 
Case D X&RED DU(-W Complexity 
1 Tree 
2 Tree 
3 Tree 
4 Tree 
5 Cyclic 
6 Cyclic 
1 Cyclic 
8 Cyclic 
true 
true 
false 
false 
true 
true 
false 
false 
tree 
cyclic 
tree 
cyclic 
tree 
cyclic 
tree 
cyclic 
No joins needed 
Impossible case 
Polynomial 
Open 
Impossible case 
NP-complete 
NP-complete 
NP-complete 
the size of intermediate results and makes the processing expensive. For tree schemas 
the tree projection is almost given for free; this explains why, qualitatively at least, 
tree queries are easier to process than cyclic ones [3,6, 11, 16,221. 
The importance of tree projections carries over to universal databases. The 
juxtaposition of the universal results (Theorems 3 and 4) and the general results 
(Theorems 1 and 2) points the value of the universal property to query processing. 
This property is helpful to the extent that CC(D,X) is smaller than D and hence 
parts of the database may be ignored while processing the query. But, once the 
database has been restricted to its relevant portion, the universal benefits are “used 
up” and a tree projection must be constructed. 
Using the characterization provided by the tree projection theorem we analyzed the 
following problem in [ 131. How hard is it to determine the minimum number of joins 
(semijoins are not counted) needed to solve a query Q = (D, X)? The analysis was 
partitioned on whether: (i) D is a tree schema, (ii) X is contained in some R E D, and 
(iii) D U (X) is a tree schema. The results for the eight cases are shown in Table VI. 
Case 4 in Table VI remains open. Another open problem is: Given Q = (D, X) and 
D’, determine whether there exists D’ E TP(D’, D U (X)). The problem is in NP; is it 
NP-complete? 
The proof of the tree projection necessity theorem hinges on the fact that the 
program length was fixed. Suppose we allow the program length to depend on the 
database size. For example, consider programs of the form P( K )*, where P is a 
finite length program and ( K )* means “do all possible semijoins in P(d) until no 
more changes occur.” We conjecture that for these programs the necessity theorem 
still holds. 
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